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English

Maths

In school we have been re-writing our favourite songs into leavers songs as a way or representing our time at JRS. It
would be lovely to hear your thoughts all about JRS! Pick between the two tasks below and send in what you have
come up with so we can share your favourites bits of being in our school family!

Here is another problem solving activity for you to try –

Option 1:
Pick your favourite music songs – it can be something
currently in the charts or one you just particularly love! Have
a go a changing the lyrics to make it into a leavers song.
There is an example of some of one of the bubbles work in
the parent’s section below.
Option 2:
Write your own poem! Have a go at writing a poem to
represent your time at JRS. Poems are a lovely way to reflect
on a period of time or to tell people how we feel. Here is an
example of a poem for Year 6’s!
You could do:

A shape poem

An acrostic poem

A rhyming couplet poem

A haiku poem

Spelling: One ‘r’ or two after ‘-fer’.
Take a look at the BBC Bitesize link (https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqqsw6f/articles/zcsyjty), exploring how to
know whether you need one ‘r’ or two! Take the quiz and then create a crossword or wordsearch with the spellings
you’ve learnt. You can use the Spellzone website to gather more vocabulary!
Reading: Read about the war time evacuee Eliza Beale and complete the comprehension. * = mild, ** = medium and
*** = spicy.
Art
Time to get creative – your task is to draw and colour in, John Rankin School.
Think about which part of the school you would like to draw – the front of the main building or the view from the field
are very good options. Use whichever form of colouring you like (paint, pens or crayons etc) and you might even want
to use Google Maps to allow you to see the building in ‘Real Time.’

PSHE – Memories
As we enter the final 2 weeks of primary school, we would like for you to have a think about your top 5 memories or
moments from John Rankin – from nursery all the way up to year 6. Make sure you tell someone or have a talk about other
people’s experiences from primary school also.

Take your time and do not rush it!

The children in our bubbles have very funny memories from their time in Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1. Are there any
memories that really stand out in your mind? From the changing layout to the adults who had such an important impact on
your school lives from such a young age!

Links to support this learning

Supporting Information for parents

English

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/haiku-powerpoint-t2-e-1008
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/poetry-terms-powerpoint-t2-e-5149
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/poetry-terms-powerpoint-t2-e-5149

English:
Example of some changes lyrics for the song 7 Years by Lukas Graham written by a bubble in school.

Maths - answers:

Spelling: https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/list-4660.htm

